
Do you see your Wedding as a life time adventure? May be happening in a different country? Where you and your partner 
in crime will create an unforgettable experience for you and your guests. 

A Journey throughout the undertaking job of Planning a Destination Wedding  from the distance sounds so hard, right?
BTM born with the idea that planning a dreamed Destination Wedding must be STYLISH, EFFORTLESS, FUN, 
ENJOYABLE, AFFORDABLE, and of course AUTHENTICALLY INCREDIBLE  Like any good adventure or like the first 
chapter of a life changing book. 

Cecilia & Vanessa are the beating heart of BTM not only their founders. They are involved in the whole planning process 
to create exceptional moments for you and your guests. Truly believers that inspirational chaos can be an opportunity to 
create something unique. Their best achievement is feeling that are helping their “friends” to fulfill an authentic wedding 
affair. 

Together their and their team will do an initial consultation to have a deep understanding of your needs and expectations 
of your dreamed Wedding. Based on that you will receive a Customized Proposal 

You will have a friendly guide throughout the budget bumps; offering different professionals options and/ or ideas to 
accomplish your vision.  With the understanding that Luxury is in each detail. We Love Crazy BIG Dreams!  

Are you unsure about a venue? We visit it +3 times to assure that wedding will flow according with plan. Does your Hotel 
Venue changed their Wedding Staff? We do meet them to wrap all details. Would you need special menu restrictions? We 
can find you the right Caterer that works with the Wedding Budget. You don’t know the area but want to do excursions. 
We have the networking. You have not clue about the Ceremony requirement documents? We let you know what it needs 
and we will assure that officials will get it.  Are you afraid that suppliers take the money and runaway? Our vendors are well 
known professionals of many years. Are you finding problems to be in communication with your suppliers? We call them, 
meet them and push them to get the answers need. Do you already have an hotel coordinator and not sure how can we 
help you? We can help you to negotiate room rates, find you Travel agents and suppliers for your guests to book their 
trips. 

Basically, we are your insurance policy that everything will flows and in case of something goes out of control during the 
wedding planning and the wedding day, we will be helping you to resolve it.   

BTM Team is compromise to delivery you a High-End quality and friendly Wedding Planning Services with the main goal 
of make of your Wedding Day an effortless experience, because we understands how hard can be to plan a wedding from 
the distance and how meaningful it is. Our main concern will be that you Enjoy the day! Leave it in our hands. 

Take the chance to bewitched by us!       

Together Forever Planning 
Services 

Better Together México  
Service Winks 

Price: $2,399 usd 

“ Luxury must be comfortable, otherwise it is not luxury…” by Coco Chanel 


